
Comfortable and powerful battery-powered, diesel or bi-fuel sweeping ma-
chines which ensure really low running costs and high performance level. 

They feature 135 and 185 cm working width
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CS100/120 are available also in the version for public areas or street.

CS100/120
Suitable for removing the most stubborn dirt
from outdoor or indoor surfaces, such as compartment stores
and parking lots up to more than 10.000 sq.m.

CS100/120 have been designed to easily collect
solid debris and light or heavy dust also in very
dusty environments.
These sweeping machines are at the top of the range
in terms of power, performance capacity, resistance
and ability to perform heavy duty tasks.
They also feature an electric filter shaker that is directly
controlled from a button on the instrument panel to
keep the pocket filter always clean, reducing drastically
maintenance operations.
Controls and motors installed on CS100/120
models are hydraulic powered operated, ensuring
reliability and user-friendliness.

The same hydraulic system used in the Diesel and
Bifuel models is also installed on the battery versions. 

All models feature an oil cooler with independent
thermostat and solenoid valve in order to keep oil
temperature within the ideal range and ensure
best efficiency. In this way consumption is reduced
and components’ life extended.

CS100/120 come with all accessories as standard
equipment: spring seat with armrests, flasher,
headlights, rubber bumper, reverse beeper, cloth filter,
main and side brush. 
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CS100/120
Technical solutions are adopted to ensure

high level and constant performance over time

These powerful sweeping machines offer a wide range
of technical solutions: from the pocket filter with large
filtering surface, to the self-adjusting main brush, the

large waste hopper and the newly introduced rear
drive wheel which ensures tight turning radius.
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The pocket filter made of fabric with
more than 10 sq.m. filtering surface,
ensures long life and excellent results
even in environments with very high
fine dust content. 
The filter can be easily removed for
replacement after hundreds of working
hours in dusty environments without
requiring any tools

The floating main brush is self-adjusting to
maintain constant contact with the floor.
The retractable side brush absorbs impacts
protecting the machine from any possible
damage. Both brushes can be easily
removed for replacement, and the main
one, in particular, can be removed
without any tools

Traction is provided by the
rear-drive wheel which ensures great
manoeuvrability and safe driving
with a very tight turning angle 

The front waste hopper,
with a usable capacity of
400 l. (CS100), 420 l. (CS120),
is lifted by a two-piston hydraulic system
that is directly controlled from the driver’s seat
and can reach 1,4 m dumping height. 
Vacuum is generated by a hydraulic motor 
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